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1.0 Executive summary

Kazakhstan has just endured one of its most jarring and challenging
years since independence was gained in 1991. The year got underway
with “Bloody January”. Major countrywide civil unrest turned into a coup
attempt. The president, Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, warned violent
protesters he was applying a ‘shoot-to-kill’ crackdown. Russian troops
were even invited in as part of a Collective Security Treaty Organisation
(CSTO) response approved by Tokayev to underline that he was deadly
serious about staying in power.

From late February, when Russia invaded Ukraine, the economic
impacts of the ensuing war, including those related to the Western
sanctions response against Moscow, were unavoidable for Kazakhstan.
Its economy is heavily intertwined with that of Russia.

By the end of the year, political power in Kazakhstan was fully
reconsolidated under its second president since independence,
Tokayev. But wary of showing too much outward closeness to traditional
strategic partner Russia, turned into an international pariah by its
actions towards Ukraine, Astana found itself juggling foreign relations
between Russia, the West and China more than ever. Tokayev trod a
fine line. He stayed on good terms with the West by voicing respect for
the war sanctions imposed on Russia and at the same time he shrewdly
worked to ensure Kazakhstan remained an ally of Russia by staying
within the limits of the Kremlin’s tolerance. With Russia rather
overstretched by its difficulties with Ukraine, that proved possible
despite Tokayev publicly declining to recognise the so-called
independence declared by the Russia-occupied Donbas and Luhansk
territories snatched from Kyiv. Simultaneously, fully aware that the new
mood in Kazakhstan meant it was wise to increasingly sideline
predecessor and former mentor Nursultan Nazarbayev, Tokayev made
sure to do so.

On the economic side, nothing highlights Kazakhstan's dependence on
Russia more than the reliance on the Caspian Pipeline Consortium
(CPC). It provides the export route for around 80% of Kazakh oil flows
to the West. The route’s vital infrastructure is a pipeline that passes
through Russia to the Russian Black Sea port oil terminal in
Novorossiysk.
S&P Global Ratings has lowered its outlook on Kazakhstan to negative
from stable, given concerns over how dependent the country’s oil
industry is on the CPC export provision.

Since the Kremlin invaded Ukraine, Kazakhstan has several times
experienced CPC restrictions beyond its control on oil exports from
Novorossiysk. The S&P downgrade was triggered as analysts digested
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just how vulnerable the CPC pipeline remains vulnerable to disruption.
Each time CPC announces that technical, or other difficulties, are
hindering Kazakh oil flows through its pipeline, sceptics wonder
whether the real story relates to a political decision taken by Vladimir
Putin’s Russia.
On top of the anxieties and infrastructure vulnerabilities plaguing
Kazakhstan’s oil sector, the country’s economy more generally is now
highly exposed to supply chain disruptions. The hindering of trade that
runs through Russia is a distinct factor in the major surge in inflation
experienced by Kazakhstan in the past year. The inflation woes added
to existing economic anxieties of Kazakh citizens who were dissatisfied
with their lot even prior to the setbacks caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.

In the year 2023, assuming that there are no new ‘black Swan’
surprises, Kazakhstan will face more of much of what’s been outlined
above. It’s likely that the coming year will see a continued surge in
inflation, further worries centred on the exodus into Kazakhstan of
Russians fleeing the war mobilisation and, at the same time, the high
expectations of many – or extremely low expectations, depending on
whom you ask. Tokayev has pledged to alleviate chronic poverty and
dismantle Nazarbayev’s oppressive legacy. Kazakhs will want to see
good evidence of near-term progress.

On the positive side of things, Kazakhstan is enjoying a great
expansion in the transit of goods dispatched from China to Europe and
vice versa. Its territory plays a key role in the Trans-Caspian
International Trade Route (TITR), also known as the “Middle Corridor”.
Use of the route has kicked into full gear as traders shy away from
sending consignments via sanctions-embroiled Russia.

2.0 Political outlook

Kazakhstan is set to hold parliamentary elections in the first half of
2023, but the exact dates have not yet been confirmed. The early polls
will follow the 2022 snap presidential election, in which Tokayev
demonstrated that he relies on the same tactics for staying in power
that his predecessor Nazarbayev used. None of the other candidates in
the election represented any meaningful opposition. Activists were
detained and independent news agencies were intimidated ahead of
the vote.

It follows that no meaningful democratic changes will be seen in the
2023 parliamentary elections. Opposition political groups across the
country have for the past few years experienced pushbacks against
them officially registering as political parties. It is unlikely that genuine
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opposition movements will gain traction or have a chance of obtaining
parliamentary seats. Such representation is only available when the
authorities conclude that a specific movement or party does not
represent any kind of genuine threat to the established order.

Since the civil unrest of “Bloody January”, Tokayev has run the country
in ‘survival mode’, trying to hold on to power while also demonstrating
what appears to be an honest drive for certain economic changes.
Kazakhstan’s Chamber of Commerce jump-started a campaign to draw
in more Western investors and the government has attempted to
persuade European and US firms to relocate to Kazakhstan amid the
mass exit made by many enterprises from war-sanctioned Russia.
This trajectory is expected to continue in 2023.

The weakening of Russia’s role in Kazakhstan and the parallel
expansion of Chinese and Western influence is likely to continue,
though at the same time, it is unlikely that Kazakhstan will stop vocally
referring to Russia as an ally, and will support pro-Russian initiatives
that do not place Kazakhstan under the sanctions radar.

News of talks about a potential Russian-Uzbek-Kazakh gas union to
enhance gas exports to China demonstrated this likelihood.
Significant developments the observer might see in 2023 would include
anything related to Kazakhstan’s promises to supply hydrocarbons to
the EU in order to replace some of the Russian gas shipments the
bloc’s member states no longer desire. Also, look out for progress on
the country’s plans to produce green hydrogen for supply to Europe. If
successful, the project could meet a major percentage of EU demand
for hydrogen.

Such energy delivery projects designed to assist Europe are likely to be
viewed as a form of mild political betrayal by some Russian officials.
The Kremlin could become rather dissatisfied with the state of relations
between Moscow and its former Central Asian colony.
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3.0 Macro Economy

Key economic figures and forecasts

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Real GDP (% y/y) 1.1 4.1 4.1 4.5 -2.5 4 2-3 (Central
bank forecast)

Industrial output (% y/y) -2.5 1.8 5.4 6.4 0.3 3.8

Unemployment rate (avg, %) 4.96 4.9 4.85 4.8 6.05 4.9 20-21%
(Central bank

forecast)

Consumer prices (avg, % y/y) 14.5 7.4 6.0 5.2 6.7 8.4

Public debt (% of GDP) 19.7% 19.9% 20.2% 19.9% 23.4% 27.4

Current account (% of GDP) -3.8% -3.0% +0.9%
(ADB forecast)

Sources: Thomson Reuters, RBI/Raiffeisen RESEARCH, Central Bank, ADB

3.1 GDP growth and external environment

Kazakhstan's gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 2.7% y/y in
January-November, compared to the 4.6% growth registered in the
same period of 2022, Prime Minister Alikhan Smailov told a government
meeting on December 12.

The slowdown in growth was driven by global supply chain disruptions,
impacts of the war in Ukraine and sanctions imposed against Russia as
a result of the conflict. Kazakhstan, Central Asia’s largest economy, has
a high economic reliance on its northern neighbour. The effects of the
war and its consequences for Kazakhstan’s economy are ongoing.
Kazakhstan’s central bank downgraded its forecast for GDP growth in
2022 to 2-3% in early December, adding that it expected annual
inflation at 20-21% – inflation stood at 19.6% in November. The
government predicts GDP growth will reach 3% by end-2022.
"Inflation has reached a historical maximum versus the past 14 years,
amounting to 19.6%. Such a situation has the most negative impact on
the standard of living and incomes of the population," Kazakh President
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev stated at a government meeting on December
12.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) in October revised its 2022 GDP
growth projection for Kazakhstan to 2.5%.
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The World Bank amid the Ukraine war impacts is anticipating growth of
2% in 2022. In its Global Economic Prospects report series, the
international financial institution said the war effects were magnifying
vulnerabilities.

The international financial institution also said that it believed that,
although higher global commodity prices should provide windfalls that
help cushion activity in some economies such as Kazakhstan, these
benefits were likely to be limited, mainly because of supply constraints.
Those constraints included disruptions to the CPC pipeline across
Russian territory that Kazakhstan is highly reliant on for oil exports.
Kazakhstan's GDP was expected to grow by 3.0% in 2022 and 3.7% in
2023, according to Asian Development Bank (ADB) projections.

Kazakhstan's current account surplus is expected to come in at $1.9bn
in 2023, the country's central bank said in December.
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The country has seen a surge in goods transit via its territory.
Kazakhstan reported a 34.9% y/y jump in total trade turnover to
$98.4bn in January-September 2022, partly driven by an overall
recovery in trade in the wake of the pandemic.

Sanctioned Russia is relying on Kazakhstan for the re-export to Russian
markets of certain goods under its “parallel import schemes” –
Kazakhstan reported a 7.3% hike in trade with Eurasian Economic
Union (EEU) countries (mainly with Russia) in the January-October
period of 2022.

Given Kazakhstan’s growing relevance to international transit, it is
reasonable to expect further significant growth in trade turnover in
upcoming years.

3.2 Inflation and monetary policy

Inflation in Kazakhstan reached nearly 20% in the first 11 months of
2022 (19.6%), with food price inflation alone reaching nearly 25%.
“Significant risks surround food affordability and availability. Soaring
fertilizer and fuel prices may hamper countries’ capacity to scale up
domestic production of food products and adversely impact harvest
yields in future seasons,” the IMF said in its latest report in reference to
several countries in Central Asia, including Kazakhstan.

“In addition, current export restrictions on food and fertilizers … could
result in broadening food supply shortages and even higher prices,
exacerbating affordability concerns, particularly among low- and
middle-income countries with large vulnerable populations,’’ it noted.
‘’In July, 86 percent of households surveyed in Kazakhstan said that
rising prices are one of the country’s most serious challenges. More
than 90 percent reported that prices are rising too quickly for the items
they commonly buy,” the report said.

2023 can be expected to see further inflation surges, unless global
inflation somehow ends up restrained. Kazakh authorities have been
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discussing introducing import-substitution for food, but covering all
internal demand might not be possible at the rapid rate required to stem
inflation.

Following a series of interest rate hikes in 2022, the National Bank of
Kazakhstan on December 5 raised its benchmark interest rate by
another 75 basis points to 16.75% citing continuously spiralling inflation,
high food prices and geopolitical uncertainty.

Yet the central bank claimed that it has approached the end of its
rate-raising cycle.

The regulator noted that it might continue to keep the base rate at its
current value for an extended period, as it believed the latest rate hike
would help reduce inflation over the “medium term”. Such predictions
seem over-ambitious given the current inflationary pressures.
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4.0 Real Economy

4.1 Retail

Kazakhstan posted retail sales growth of 1.4% y/y for January-October,
with sales amounting to approximately KZT 12.1tn ($25.9bn). The rise in
retail sales looked partly related to the lower year-ago base caused by the
pandemic that was still making a big impact last year.

Retail sales likely grew more in monetary value than volume due to 2022’s
inflation surge.

4.2 Banks

According to Fitch’s latest notes on Kazakhstan, the country’s banking
sector is well-capitalised with a Tier-1 capital adequacy ratio of 18%.
Moreover, the sector’s non-performing loan ratio stood at 4.6% as of the
third quarter of 2022.

Fitch also addressed the issue of Russian banks within the Kazakh banking
system, noting that the Russian parents of Alfabank and Sberbank have
exited, with the latter lender acquired by state holding company Baiterek.
“Enabled by a combination of higher interest rates for local currency
deposits and other measures, deposits and assets have largely stayed
within the domestic banking system, and deposit and loan dollarisation
levels have remained largely unchanged (at around 35% and 9%
respectively) as of October,” Fitch said.
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Overall, the Kazakh banking sector is expected to stay resilient in 2023 as
it has performed well throughout the pandemic years following the
sector-wide “clean-up” it underwent in the years prior to the pandemic. That
purge included dealing with legacy problem loans stemming from the
financial crisis of more than a decade ago.

4.3 Industry and manufacturing

Kazakhstan's industrial output officially moved up by 1.4% in annual terms
in January-October.

Much of the production was driven by the mining sector, while oil
production declined amid troubles with exporting crude across Russian
territory. Ore mining, the second largest sector after oil production, grew by
9.8% y/y.

Assuming that Russia does not continue to announce restrictions on the
operation of the CPC pipeline running to its Black Sea Novorossiysk port,
something it is highly likely to do, given trends observed in 2022, ore
mining may continue to be the biggest driver of industrial output in
Kazakhstan.

Kazakhstan's manufacturing sector signalled renewed growth in November,
continuing the trend seen in October, according to the latest purchasing
managers' index (PMI) survey data from Tengri Partners and IHS Markit.
The index posted 51.9 in November, following October's 51.4.

The survey noted that despite renewed growth in output and new orders,
severe supply chain disruption continued with muted rates of improvement
across the sector. Disruptions in logistics caused by the war in Ukraine led
delivery times to lengthen with a number of firms highlighting delays in the
delivery of goods from Russia.
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It is likely safe to say that ongoing issues related to supply chain disruption
will persist in 2023. Only a restructuring of supply chains allowing
Kazakhstan to fully bypass imports via Russia might solve the problems,
but such a transformation would likely take more than a few years to
properly implement.

4.4 Energy and power

The mentioned difficulties Kazakhstan in 2022 experienced in exporting
crude, caused by several instances of restrictions introduced on CPC
pipeline operations on Russian territory, prompted decisions to use more
time to get on with maintenance works at major oil fields in Kazakhstan.
The situation led to a 2.5% decline in oil output in January-October 2022.
If Russia does not continue to hinder oil exports via the CPC pipeline, oil
production might rebound in 2023 – but this is not particularly likely given
the Kremlin’s current geopolitical trajectory.

A highlight of 2022 was Svevind Energy Group, the firm behind Europe’s
largest wind farm in Sweden, signing a $50bn deal with Kazakhstan to
construct a 20-GW green hydrogen plant, expected to be one of the world’s
largest.

The plant would produce 2mn tonnes of green hydrogen per year from
2032 for export to Europe, equivalent to around one-fifth of the EU target
for imported green hydrogen in 2030. Kazakhstan's low costs of green
hydrogen production make it competitive on the global hydrogen market.
The new plant will feature an industrial park of electrolyzers fed by wind
and photovoltaic plants with a total capacity of around 40GW, built on
southwest Kazakhstan’s flat grasslands.

Green hydrogen stands as a key element of the EU plan to decarbonise
energy-intensive industries by reducing reliance on fossil fuels. The EU
hopes to produce 10mn tonnes of green hydrogen, while importing an
equivalent amount by the end of 2030.
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High energy prices, caused by Russia’s war in Ukraine, have made
hydrogen more economically viable compared to fossil fuels. That has
sparked a global wave of new hydrogen investment projects.

Despite being a net exporter of energy, Kazakhstan faces major
infrastructural issues in terms of meeting domestic demand for power. This
lately led to “catastrophic” blackouts at heating plants in the north of the
country, leaving parts of the city of Ekibastuz in late November 2022 and
early December without heating during winter temperatures as low as
minus 30 degrees Celsius. Calls for the upgrading of the country’s energy
infrastructure naturally grew louder.

This is a key issue in Kazakhstan. Watch it closely in 2023 as it could easily
take a political turn.

4.5 Agriculture

Kazakhstan continues to be the biggest grain producer in the CIS region
bar Russia. The country’s wheat and barley output is expected to rebound
by 23% y/y to 14.5mn tonnes in the 2022-23 marketing year, regaining
market share lost due to lower production in the previous season, the
Foreign Agricultural Service of the US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
has projected.

Exports of barley, wheat and wheat flour are forecast to reach multi-year
highs on strong production and steady demand from importing nations, the
USDA said. The department boosted its forecast based on government
reporting, as data pointed to improved precipitation and weather conditions,
while there was also an optimistic consensus among wheat producers.
Kazakhstan has also positioned itself as a country that wants to help in
alleviating the impending global food crisis. President Tokayev has
proposed a “buffer market” role for Kazakhstan in ensuring food security
“between East and West, South and North”. But to take on this role, the
ex-Soviet country must first address its own issues, such as annual
droughts that have become a major difficulty since 2020, leading to
livestock deaths and ruined crops. The authorities stepped in to address
these problems, but many local farmers saw the support as insufficient.
On a different note, Fitch’s ratings on credit organisations involved in
Kazakh agriculture paint an optimistic picture for the sector.

Fitch has affirmed the Kazakh Agrarian Credit Corporation's (ACC)
long-term foreign- and local-currency issuer default ratings (IDRs) at 'BBB-'
with stable outlook.

The affirmation reflects the rating agency’s unchanged view of ACC's
strong links with the Kazakh government due to its important role in
providing affordable lending to national agricultural producers as well as the
consolidation of the agricultural assets and functions under ACC.
Fitch has also upgraded Kazakhstan's KazAgroFinance (KAF) long-term
foreign- and local-currency issuer default ratings (IDRs) to 'BBB-' from
'BB+' with a stable outlook.
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The upgrade is meant to reflect KAF's consolidated position and greater
support from the government for its main product line - KAF specialises in
leasing agricultural machines in Kazakhstan.

5.0 Fiscal policy outlook

Kazakhstan intends to gradually reduce its budget deficit from 3.3% to
2.5%, according to Yerulan Zhamaubayev, Finance Minister.

“We need to reduce the budget deficit, in accordance with the concept
of public financial management. Now we will gradually reduce this deficit
from 3.3% to 2.5%,” Zhamaubayev stated.

According to the minister, budget cuts will be carried out at the expense
of internal revenues, and there will be a shrinkage of the shadow
economy. Digitalisation and improved tax and customs administration,
involving automation and modernisation, would be important in hitting
targets, Zhamaubayev said.

“We think that this work will be fully completed in the next one or two
years. If ongoing negotiations go well, then foreign investors will be able
to enter our market in tenge. Currency risks will be much lower,” he
added.

The IMF in its latest report on the Middle East and Central Asia regions
noted that Kazakhstan has benefited from a positive terms-of-trade
shock as an indirect result of the war in Ukraine and is, as such,
expected to see improved primary fiscal balances in 2022−2023.

“Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan’s non-oil primary fiscal balances are
expected to tighten over 2022−23 (a net tightening of 2.7 percent and
2.9 percent of non-oil GDP, respectively),” the report added.

6.0 Markets outlook

6.1 Currency

The Kazakh tenge (KZT) has been on a rollercoaster against the US
dollar since the beginning of the year, but it appeared to be trending
towards stability as the year went on. Since 31 December 2021, the
tenge has depreciated by 7.4%, It was trading at approximately KZT470
against the dollar as of December 20. The stabilisation of the tenge rate
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may have been related to the similar stabilisation of the ruble in Russia.
The KZT has historically closely tracked the RUB.

The dependable stability of the tenge is a politically sensitive issue in
Kazakhstan. The authorities use measures including requiring state-run
firms to buy local currency and the selling of FX reserves from
Kazakhstan’s “rainy day fund” to ensure the national currency remains
relatively stable.

No obvious shocks to the tenge can be predicted for next year, though
the authorities, who have come to fear any public economic anxieties
spilling over into political protests on the streets, are likely to put efforts
into keeping the tenge exchange rate below the threshold of KZT500 to
the dollar.

6.2 Stock Market
As we predicted in last year’s outlook, Kazakhstan in 2022 failed to
carry out any meaningful IPOs that would have drawn liquidity to the
Astana International Exchange. A notable move, however, was the sale
by sovereign wealth fund Samruk-Kazyna of a 3% stake in state-run oil
and gas producer KazMunayGas, but the amount of interest that drew
was relatively insignificant.

Though President Tokayev is attempting to draw in investor interest
from the West, while simultaneously positioning himself as a dismantler
of “oligarchic capitalism”, further IPOs in 2023 are unlikely to take place
against the backdrop of global economic anxieties. The authorities have
postponed their IPO plans multiple times in the past, citing
unfavourable market conditions. Expect a repeat.

6.3 Foreign Investment

Local reports in September told how Kazakh Deputy Foreign Minister
Almas Aidarov informed a government meeting that, in the first quarter
of 2022, Kazakhstan received foreign direct investment (FDI) worth
$6.8bn from the Netherlands, the US, Switzerland, Russia, China,
South Korea, Belgium, the UK, France and Turkey.

The FDI was earmarked for 797 projects worth KZT30.2tn ($63.7bn) in
energy, chemicals, petrochemicals, mining, metallurgy, agriculture and
transport and logistics, among other areas. Of the projects, 272 worth
$6.2bn were to be launched by the end of 2022, with the generation of
24,000 jobs.

As of September, Kazakhstan was negotiating with 51 foreign
companies interested in relocating their regional headquarters to the
country from sanctions-hit Russia. They included Youngsan, EMAG,
Carlsberg and Fortescue.
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In December, reports said that 19 foreign companies had already
announced relocations to Kazakhstan from Russia – these included
Honeywell, InDriver, Fortescue and Marubeni.

Given the government's drive to attract foreign investment from the
West, along with the overall surge in investor interest in Kazakhstan as
a regional alternative to sanctioned Russia, further FDI growth can be
expected in the years ahead.

In comments sent to bne IntelliNews, Chris Weafer, CEO of
Macro-Advisory, summed up: “The country used to be viewed as
primarily, or only, an ‘oil or mine sector’ play with little else of interest.
That perception has changed and the huge success of the KASPI
[fintech] listing clearly demonstrated that there is a lot more happening
in the economy.”

Weafer noted that there has been growing investor interest in
eCommerce, agriculture, transport and logistics, IT (especially given the
influx of Russian IT specialists fleeing Putin’s Russia this year),
financial services, uranium (as an alternative to supplies from Russia)
and the mining sector.
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